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Quantum communication has demonstrated its usefulness for quantum cryptography far beyond quantum key
distribution (QKD). One domain is two-party cryptography (2PC), whose goal is to allow two parties Alice
and Bob to solve joint tasks, while protecting the honest party against the actions of a malicious one. Wellknown examples of such tasks are oblivious transfer [1],
bit commitment, secure identification and private information retrieval.
Another interesting application is position-based cryptography (PBC) whose goal is to use the geographical location of an entity as its (only) credential. At the heart
of these is the task of position-verification (PV) where a
person wants to convince the (honest) verifiers that she
is located at a particular location. Quantum protocols
for PV have been proposed that make use of quantum
communication to enhance the security [2, 3]. We will
refer to such protocols as quantum position-verification
(QPV).
Unfortunately, it is impossible to achieve security for
such tasks without making assumptions on the powers
of the adversary, even using quantum communication [4–
6]. This is in stark contrast to quantum key distribution
where security against an all-powerful adversary (obeying the law of physics) is attainable. The reason can be
traced back to a key difference between the two cryptographic tasks: while Alice and Bob can cooperate to
check on the actions of an eavesdropper in QKD, in 2PC
they do not trust each other and need to fend for themselves.
Nevertheless, due to the practical importance of 2PC
one is willing to make assumptions in order to achieve
security. Classically, one often relies on computational
hardness assumptions such as the difficulty of factoring
large numbers. However, as technology progresses the validity of such assumptions diminishes: it has been proven
that factoring can be efficiently done on a quantum computer. An adversary can even retroactively break the
security of a past execution of a cryptographic protocol.
However, it has been realized that security can also be
achieved from certain physical assumptions. The appeal
of using physical instead of computational assumptions
is that the assumptions only need to hold during the
course of the protocol. That is, if the assumption is invalidated at a later point in time, security cannot be broken
retroactively. Therefore, we are interested in the security of 2PC under physical constraints on the adversary’s
power.

If we allow quantum communication, one possible
physical assumption is the bounded quantum-storage
model [7, 8], and more generally the noisy-storage
model [9, 10]. Here, the adversary is allowed to have
an unlimited amount of classical storage, but his ability to store quantum information is limited. This is a
relevant assumption since storing quantum information
is hard. Significantly, however, security can always be
achieved by sending more qubits than the storage device
can handle. Specifically, If we assume that the adversary
can store at most r qubits, then security can be achieved
by sending n qubits, where r ≤ n − O(log n) [9], which
is essentially optimal since no protocol can be secure if
r ≥ n [11, 12]. The corresponding quantum protocols require only very simple quantum states and measurements
- and no quantum storage - to be executed by the honest
parties, and their feasibility has been demonstrated experimentally [13, 14]. It is known that the noisy-storage
model allows protocols for tasks such as oblivious transfer, bit commitment, as well as position-based cryptography [2, 6, 15, 16].

In all these security proofs, however, we assumed perfect knowledge of the quantum devices used in the protocol. That is, we know precisely what measurements
the devices make, or what quantum states they prepare.
Here, we present a general method to prove security for
2PC and PV, even if we only have limited knowledge of
the quantum devices. Chiefly, we assume that the quantum devices function as black boxes, into which we can
only give a classical input, and record a classical output.
The classical input indicates the choice of a measurement that we would wish to perform, although we are
not guaranteed that the device actually performs this
measurement. The classical output can be understood
as the outcome of that measurement. The classical processing itself is assumed to be verified and trusted. This
idea of imagining black box devices is known as deviceindependent (DI) quantum cryptography [17–20]. There
is a large body of work in DI quantum key distribution
(see e.g. [21–23]), but in contrast there is hardly any work
in DI 2PC. A protocol has been proposed by Silman [24]
for bit commitment which does not make physical assumptions, and hence only achieved a very weak primitive. First steps towards DI PV have also been made
in [25], and for one-sided DI in [15].
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Table I: Comparison of the proof techniques in the two papers joined for this submission. Our new work relates the
security directly to the entanglement cost of the adversary’s storage channel, however, we borrow concepts on how
to test our quantum devices from our earlier work. Security is possible whenever Pguess < 2−γn for some γ > 0,
which depends on the dimension d of the adversary’s storage device as well as the parameter ζ estimated during the
Bell test (see below). Our new analysis allows security even for a storage device that is twice as large.

I.

RESULTS

Here, we present a general method for proving the DI
cryptography for two-party cryptography and positionverification. Specifically, we give the first device independent security proof of two-party cryptography and
position verification in the noisy-storage model. We accomplish this by introducing an appropriate model for
DI in these settings, and subsequently studying a general “guessing game” that can be related to both tasks.
To obtain DI security, we perform a Bell test on a subset
of the devices. It is an appealing feature of our analysis that security can be attained for any violaton of a
Bell’s inequality. Our proof method relates the security of
the protocols to the entanglement cost of the adversary’s
quantum storage device, which means we can achieve security against an adversary with a much larger storage
device than methods based on reducing to a classical adversary. While the adversary can be fully general during
the course of the protocol, we assume in this first work
that the devices he prepared earlier are memoryless.
Achieving DI security for 2PC and PV presents us new
challenges which require a different approach than what
is known from QKD.
1. In QKD Alice and Bob are always honest, while Eve
is always trying to break the protocol. In DI QKD
it is therefore natural to give the power to prepare
the devices to Eve. Analogously, we will assume
here that all the devices used in the protocol are
always prepared by the dishonest party.
2. In the following section we will see that the protocol we start with uses quantum communication
between Alice and Bob. This means that the adversary who prepared the devices will receive quantum communication coming back from the devices.
This is in sharp contrast to DI QKD, in which Eve
prepares the devices – with which she is possibly
entangled – and then Alice and Bob simply push

buttons on the devices to perform measurements.
That is, there is no quantum communication going
back to Eve. This feature introduces a significant
difference between the security analysis of DI QKD
and the DI two-party cryptography protocol considered here and requires us to develop novel proof
techniques.
To analyze 2PC protocols, we focus on the simpler
primitive of Weak String Erasure (WSE) [10], which can
in turn be used to implement bit commitment using classical communication. WSE is a two-party protocol (we
call the two protagonists Alice and Bob) whose goal is
that at the end of its execution Alice holds a random bit
string x ∈ {0, 1}n and Bob holds a random substring of
x called xI , where I is the set of indexes corresponding
to the bit form x that are in xI . WSE is secure for a
honest Bob if Alice cannot get the set I, and for a honest Alice if it is hard for Bob to guess the entire string
x. The security for the honest Bob is trivial, but for a
honest Alice we prove that,
• WSE is secure against an adversary (Bob) who
holds a noisy storage device and who is allowed to
create the honest party’s devices (but these devices
have to be memoryless).
To obtain secure PV, we use the fact that the security
of WSE can be used to analyze the security of Quantum
Position Verification. In QPV there are three protagonists in the honest case: two are called verifiers (V1 and
V2 ) and one is called the prover (P ). The prover claims
to be at some geographical position, and the QPV protocol permits to prove whether or not he is at his claimed
location (For simplicity we restrict to one physical dimension). The prover receive two messages from the verifiers,
as to perform some operation and reply within a certain
time. As a signal cannot travel faster than light the time
constraint, constrains the prover’s position.
Then a dishonest prover alone cannot cheat on this
protocol (he cannot reply on time to both verifiers). But
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Figure 1: Security is possible for any violation of the
CHSH inequality, but depending on the violation we
need to send a larger number of qubits n.

if we assume the existence of two cheaters who together
impersonate a single prover there exists a general attack
on the protocol [6]. This attack however requires an exponential amount of entanglement with respect to the
amount of quantum information they receive from verifiers. Moreover we can assume without loss of generality
that there are at most two provers.
As the security on QPV can be reduced to the security
of WSE, we prove that

the input she used to perform her measurements. When
Bob has received all information he has to guess Alice’s
measurement outcome x. If Bob is all powerful then he
can guess x: he just has to store the quantum system
until he receives the bases θ and then he can measure
his system in those bases. That’s why we analyse the
case where Bob is limited to storing a finite amount of
quantum information: we bound the dimension of his
quantum memory by d (or in the noisy storage model,
we bound the entanglement cost of his memory by d).
In order to find a bound on Bob’s winning probability,
we needed to assume that all devices used by Alice are
memoryless (memoryless hypothesis), so they behave in
the same way each time Alice uses them. This implies
that Alice’s measurement operators are a tensor product
of binary measurement operators, the state she prepares
has also a tensor product form. This memoryless hypothesis also permits Alice to perform the Bell test before the
actual guessing game,
√ and from this test, to estimate an
upper bound ζ := S4 8 − S 2 on a quantity we call the effective absolute anti-commutator of Alice’s measurement
noted + , where S is the left hand side of the Bell’s inequality (CHSH): S ≤ 2.
• Main technical result: Assuming Alice’s devices
have memoryless behavior, and Bob has a noisy
storage device, there is a DI upper-bound on the
success probability of Bob in the guessing game,
which decays exponentially in n, the length of Alice’s measurement outcomes x ∈ {0, 1}n . This
√
bound holds for any Bell violation, i.e. ∀S ∈]2, 2 2]
(see Fig. 1).

• QPV is secure against adversaries who share a
“noisy” entangled state and who cannot use quantum communication but are allowed to create the
honest party’s devices (these devices have to be
memoryless).

II.

METHODS

In order to prove DI security for Weak String Erasure
and for Quantum Position Verification, we analyse a related guessing game. This guessing game is a two-party
game whose players are Alice and Bob. Bob is allowed to
create the two devices Alice will use (Fig. 2). Alice can
only input classical information in her devices. However
Alice can use these two devices to perform a Bell test
(CHSH game). This Bell test certifies the quality of the
devices. After having tested her devices, Alice uses the
main device to prepare a bipartite (arbitrary) state and
measures a half of it by inputting θ ∈ {0, 1}n in her main
device, gets an outcome x ∈ {0, 1}n , and sends the other
part of the quantum system to Bob. Later she sends him
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Figure 2: The main device prepares a bipartite state
ρAB , ρA is measured by the main device according to
θ ∈ {0, 1}n randomly chosen and get x ∈ {0, 1}n . The
other part ρB of the state is sent to a switch that Alice
controls. This switch splits the state ρB in two parts:
one is sent to the testing device (with probability q), to
test the devices, and the other is sent to Bob to play
the guessing game. Bob wins if z = x.
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